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Brief Rep or t
Ad u lts’ Fr eely Pr od u ced Em otion Lab els for Bab ies’
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English-speaking Canadian, Cantonese-speaking Hong Kong Chinese, and Japanesespeaking Japanese adults were shown 13 still photographs of the facial expressions of
Chinese babies subjected to various emotion-elicitation procedures. Some respondents were asked to give an emotion label of their choice for each photograph, others
to judge its pleasant-unpl easant quality. Only facial expressions taken during the
``happy’ ’ condition showed agreement by a majority across all three cultural samples
on a speci® c basic emotion. Agreement on the pleasant-unpleasant quality of the
baby’ s expressions was higher, but still varied with culture.

INTRODUCTION
``W hen someone feels an emotion and is not trying to disguise it, his or her face
appears the same no matter w ho that person is or w here he or she comes from’ ’
(Ekman, 1980 , p. 7). If so, the face w ould be psychology’ s Rose tta stone in the
study of emotion. The ``establishe d axiom’’ (Izard & Saxton, 1988, pp. 651 ± 65 2)
that certain facial expressions are easily and universally recognised biologically
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of British Columbia, Department of Psychology, 2136 West Mall, Vancouver, BC, Canada
V6T 1Z4; e-mail: myik@ unixg.ubc.c a or jrussell@ psych.ubc.ca. Zhaolan Meng’ s address is
Department of Psychology, Peking University, Peking 100871, China.
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hardw ired signals of discrete e motions has recently been questioned (Fridlund,
199 4), even in infants (Camras, 1992 ; Oster, Heg ley, & Nagel, 1 992 ) for whom the
``not-trying-to-disguise’ ’ quali® er can be discounted. The axiom has also been
vigorously defended (Ekman, 1994) , especially for infants (Izard, 1994 ; Izard et
al., 19 95).
An empirical resolution to the controversy is hinde red by a lack of data. For
example, there are no data concerning cross-cultural recognition of discrete emotions from sponta neous facial e xpressions at any age. Infancy is the ideal (perhaps
only) age in which to search for undisguised facial signals of discrete emotions.
Izard (199 4 ) argued that as persons age, their facial expressions and their feelings
become decoupled. For infants, how ever, feelings and faces are assumed innately
and tightly coupled (Izard, 1994); indee d, production of facial emotion signals is
w ide ly assumed crucial to infant-caregiver attachment.
The present study w as built on a pioneering study conducted by Meng, Yan,
and Meng (1985) , w ho created situations they thoug ht w ould optimise the chances
of e liciting a single spec i® c emotion in babies 12 to 18 months of age , such as
giving the baby a toy to e licit happiness or taking the toy away to e licit ang er. Over
200 still photographs of babies’ facial expressions w ere taken. Researchers trained
in MAX (Izard, 197 9 ) and FAST (Ekman, Friesen, & Tomkins, 19 71) then selected
those photographs that they judged most expressive of a discrete emotion. Of those
so selected, 13 w ere available to us for the present study. All 13 show ed expressive
movements, but they did not necessarily pass the MAX or FAST criteria for the
speci® c emotions predicted. For an ecologically valid study, the ideal sample of
photographs w ould have been the original set of over 20 0. The 13 available w ere a
small and nonrandom subsample, but still w orthy of further study. If universally
recognisable facial signals of disc rete emotions occurred in the sample of over 200 ,
the best photographs of the cleare st examples should show up in this subsample of
13. On Izard’ s (1 994 ) theory, a human being is alw ays having some emotion, and
therefore w hen a facial expression is elicited in an emotional context, especially in
babies, a high proportion of those expressions can be predicted to be easily and
universally recognisable as signals of discrete emotions. We examine two possibilities: that each face expressed the emotion predicted by Meng et al.’ s elicitation
procedure, and that it expressed another emotion.
In the present study, Canadian, Chinese, and Japanese respondents w ere shown
Me ng et al.’ s (1985 ) 13 photographs and asked to name the emotion expressed in
each. This method of free labelling is less subject to experime nter bias than the
more commonly used forced-choice (Russell, 1993) . Separate samples of respondents judged the pleasant-unple asant quality of each facial expression to explore
the possibility that a baby’ s spontaneous face c ommunicates this quality.

METHOD
Free Labelling
Respond ents. Three samples, eac h of 50 native spe akers over the age of 15
w ith equal sex ratio, w ere recruited from English-speaking Canadians, Cantonesespeaking Hong Kong Chinese, and Japanese-speaking Japanese. Respondents in the
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® rst two samples were approached individually in public places in their respective
countries, w hereas those in the Japanese sample w ere approached in a Canadian
city w here most of them w ere learning English at a local university; all had been
living there for less than 18 months. All participants w ere asked to volunteer 10
minutes of their time.
Procedur e. Each responde nt was asked to look carefully at 9cm 3
13c m
black-and-w hite prints one after the other in a separate random order. The photographs w ere then collected, shuf¯ ed, and reshow n, one at a time, w ith the question:
``W hat emotion or mood is this baby fee ling? ’’ If the respondents g ave several
w ords, a phrase , or an e vent, the experimenter asked: ``Can you giv e me the single
best w ord to describe how this baby is feeling? ’ ’ If the respondent could not
respond to a particular photograph, it w as reshow n after the other photographs.
Respondents w ere given as much time as they nee ded and all appeared to take the
task seriously.
Scoring of Respon ses. Responses we re scored by tw o criteria: a discrete emotion criterion and, independently, a pleasantness-unpleasantness criterion. To
score for discrete emotions, the method of Russell, S uzuki, and Ishida (1993 ) w as
used. Two native speakers (students w ho w ere not ex perts in emotion but blind to
the facial stimuli and to the authors’ hypotheses) rated every response as to w hether
it corresponded to one of Meng e t al.’ s (1985 ) six emotions, broadly de® ned. A
response w as scored correct if it w as reasonably close to the term, but not so vague
that it could apply to more than one basic emotion. Discussions ensured that the
same criteria w ere applied in all three lang uages. Re liability was estimated by the
percentage of agreeme nt between the tw o raters in each culture: 89% , 91% , and
94% for the Canadian, Chinese, and Japanses samples, respectively. Discrepancies
w ere resolved through discussion.
To score pleasant-unpleasant quality, one rater from each cultural group judged
every free response in their ow n language as to w hether it referred to a ple asant, to
a neutral, or to an unpleasant feeling. Discussion among the three raters we re used
to e nsure the same crite ria we re applied in all three languages.

Pleasantness Ratings
The method was identical to that follow ed in gathering the free-listing data, except
that there were 24 respondents per culture and that the question posed w as: ``How
pleasant or unpleasant is this baby feeling? ’ ’ A 5-point rating scale, ranging from 1
(ve ry unpleasant) throug h 3 (neutral) to 5 (ve ry pleasant), w as provided.

RESULTS
Correct According to Meng et al.’s Situations
The data we re ® rst scored on the assumption that the babies’ emotion was that
pre dicted on the basis of Meng et al.’ s (1985 ) eliciting situation. Pe rcentages of
free labels ``correct’’ by this discrete-emotion crite rion are given in Table 1.
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Emotio n Elicitation

A toy was shown to
the baby; or a
mothering person
play ed w ith the
baby w ith a toy

A box containing a
big white rat was
show n to the baby

The mothering
person was play ing
happily with the
baby, but then left
and took the toy
aw ay from the baby

A stranger tied the
baby’ s hands
loosely on a chair,
follow ing the
departure of the
mothering person;
or a baby of the
same ag e took aw ay
the toy from the
baby

Prediction

Happiness
(positive)

Surprise
(neutral)

Sadness
(negative)

Anger
(negative)

14

8

11

12

4 6*
5 0*

2 4*
2 0*

7
8

9
10

5 2*

8 2*
9 8*
8 0*
4 6*
52*

80*
98*
88*
22

4
(happy
28)
6

30
22

18

10
(sad 18)

70*
56*

6
36
2
10
(sad 20 ) (sad 20)

14

8 8*
9 8*
8 4*
24

Ca nadian Chinese Japanese

6

1
2
3
5

Pho to
No.

c
2

c

c

4.34

2.99

16.23
c
13.46

c

13.29
b
8.54

20.17

1.25
0.00
1.19
b
8.34

Discrete Emotio n Criterion

6 8*

34
(NEU 58)

82*

100*
96*

5 2*

36

9 6*
8 8*

22
(NEU 74)

70*

94*
92*

84*
44

72*

9 4*
88*
10 0*
100 *
9 0*
96*
34
32
(NEU 52) (NEU 56)

72*
8 4*
34
16
(NEG 44) (NEG 64)

80*

90*
98*
88*
48*

Canadian Chinese Japanese

Plea santness Criterion

TABLE 1
Percentage of Agreement in Three Cultures

2

9.90

24.34

2.90
2.17

c

c

3.00
c
9.36

1.91

1.10
2.01
2.19
3.23

c

33
(NEU 58)

96 *

96 *
88 *

17
(POS 83 )
67 *
46 *

96 *
92 *
96 *
67 *

50 *

54 *

92 *
100 *

54*

42*

100*
92*

42
(POS 58 )
92 *
75*
29
25
(NEG 63) (NEG 71)

58 *

92 *
100*
100 *
100*
100 *
100*
33
25
(NEU 46) (NEU 42)

Canadian Chinese Ja panese

2

2.35

16.74

2.09
3.01

4.50
2.63

8.88

c

b

2.09
4.11
2.03
b
9.60

c

Direct Ra tin gs of Pleasa ntness
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2

15

13

42.5

28 *

4

30.8

20
(sad 20)

2
(happy 8)

41.3

26

4
0.93

0.41

74.8

100*

50*

70.0

94 *

58 *

72.2

98 *

46
(NEU 54)
3.60

1.49

71.4

96*

38
(NEU 58 )

72.8

96*

50*

68.0

96*

33
(NEU 63 )

0.00

1.50

Note: Number in parentheses is the percentage who agreed on an emotion other than that predicted by Meng et al. (1985). For each photograph,
was computed for agreement on the emotion predicted by Meng et al. or the pleasant-unpleasant quality predicted. The degree of freedom for all
2
the c tests is 2. POS = positive interpretation; NEG = negative interpretation; NEU = neutral interpretation.
a
b
*Modal response was scored correct by Meng et al.’ s eliciting condition. Non-weighted mean % averaged across the 13 photographs. P < .05;
c
P < .01.

c

a

A stranger w ith a
syring e or a big
white rat appeared
in front of the baby,
follow ing the
departure of the
mothering person

Fear
(neg ative)

Mean %

The baby smelled
vinegar

Disgust
(neg ative)
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Results of c tests showed that recognition of the correct discrete e motion varied
w ith c ulture for 6 of the 13 photographs; fewer than one w ould be expected by
chance . Results also varied between Happiness and non-Happine ss conditions. For
Happiness, of the 12 (4 photographs 3 3 cultural g roups) case s, the modal response
w as correct in 10; the overall mean was 74% corre ct. For all other emotions, of the
27 cases, modal response was correct in 9; overall me an w as 2 3% .
Percentage corre ct of the pleasantness-unpleasantness responses are also given
2
in Table 1. For the free-label data, c tests show ed that recognition of the correct
response varie d with c ulture for 3 of 13 photographs; fewer than one w ould be
expected by chance. Modal response w as correct in 30 of the 39 cases. Overall
average was 72% correct. For the direct-rating data, recognition varied w ith culture
for 3 of 13 photographs; fe wer than one w ould be expected by chance. Modal
response was correc t in 30 of 39 cases. Ove rall ave rage w as 71% correct. These
two independent assessments of pleasantness largely agreed w ith each other. The
correlations w ere .72, .95, and .85 for the Canadian, Chine se, and Japanese
samples, respectively.
2

Rescoring
It is possible that an indiv idual baby did not respond to the elicitation condition
w ith the emotion predicted. If so, the criterion for the ``correct’’ emotion in the
previous two paragraphs might underestimate how well respondents’ recognised
the baby’ s emotion. We therefore rescored the data by allow ing the modal judgement (rather than the emotion predicted by Meng et al., 1985 ) to determine the
``correct’’ response. As to discrete emotion, in 33 of 39 cases, the modal judgement
fell in the same emotion category predic ted by Meng et al. In the six remaining
cases, another emotion w as modal. In these cases, percentage of agreement ranged
from 8% to 28% (and are show n in parentheses in Table 1). Although these ® gures
w ere (by de® nition) higher than those in our previous analysis, the improvement
w as small (and there w as more opportunity to capitalise on chance). Moreover, this
rescoring indicated greater cultural difference s: In each case where the consensus
rose by this rescoring, the modal basic emotion differed across cultures.
Ple asantness measures w ere similarly rescored. With the free-listing data,
rescoring made no difference in 32 of 39 cases. In the remaining 7 cases, the
modal response ranged from 44% to 7 4% . With the direct-rating data, rescoring
made no diffe rence in 30 of 39 cases. In the 9 remaining cases, the modal response
ranged from 42% to 83% . As in the discrete-emotion analysis, this rescoring
reveale d cases w here the modal response varie d w ith culture . Nonetheless, in all
cases, no pleasant interpretation w as given to the photographs predicte d to be
unpleasant, or vice versa.

DISCUSSION: SOMETHING IS AMISS
Adults of three different cultures w ere show n 1 3 still photographs of Chinese
babies’ facial ex pressions elicited under emotional circumstances. The adults’
interpre tation of those expressions show ed a surprising amount of disagreement
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w ithin and across cultures. When responses w ere scored against the criterion of a
spec i® c discrete emotion, w hether as predicted or not, ag reement w as w eak in all
but the happy condition and varied as a function of culture for about half of the
photographs. When fre e labels w ere scored as to ple asantness, or w hen ple asantness w as directly rated, agree ment was higher, although far from perfect.
Our data w ere few and preliminary, and yet they provide a sobe ring counterw eight to predictions that derive from many theoretic al w ritings on this topic.
Taken toge ther with the results of Camras (1992 ) and Oster et al. (1992), our
results question the widely accepted assumption that under emotional situations,
human infants routine ly produce easily and universally recognisable facial signals
of spe ci® c discrete emotions. Our results also reinforc e the possibility that there is
less agreement w ithin and across cultures in interpreting spontane ous than posed
facial expre ssions.
Our study, like many others, con¯ ates the proposition that infants produce a
universal facial pattern w hen in a speci® c emotional state (a test of which would
require direct assessme nt of babies’ facial actions) w ith the proposition that the
facial behaviour the y produce is easily, c onsensually, and universally interpre ted as
conveying that very emotion. This con¯ ation preclude d us from testing eithe r
proposition singly. B ut by assessing the am ount of agree ment in the interpretation
of infant faces, the conjoint validity of the tw o propositions can be examined. This
con¯ ated method is common and fair, because ``recognition’’ presupposes a recognisable signal. Our ® nding of disagreement w ithin and across cultures indicates
that something is am iss, but w e cannot say whether the problem lies in w hat the
babies produced or in how adults interpreted what the babies produced. Further,
because there are no litmus te sts for speci® c e motions, w e cannot be sure of each
infant’ s emotional state. On the assumption that emotions are freque ntly or even
alw ays present (Izard, 1994 ) and that all emotions are basic (Ekman, 199 4) or
patterns of basic emotions (Izard & Saxton, 1988) , our scoring should have
detec ted some recognisable signal. Again, something is amiss, but it is dif® cult
to say w hat that something is.
Even our conclusion that ``something is amiss’’ can be doubted because our
sample of e xpressions w as ve ry small and bec ause all expre ssions we re seen as still
photographs. Perhaps larger samples w ould show more recognisable facial signals,
although the present results w ould still alert us to the ecological question of how
often such signals occur. Pe rhaps more agreement w ould occur among observers
actually present w atching the babies in real time. Any dramatic discrepancy
betw een our results and those produced by actual observation (or perhaps by
observers show n video recordings) should surprise those researchers who routinely
use still photographs, such as those provided by Ekman (1980) .
Manuscript received 5 December 1996
Revised manuscript received 15 August 1997
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